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Abstract

In 2016, we launched a new corpus project in which we are building a large-scale corpus of everyday Japanese conversation
in a balanced manner, aiming at exploring characteristics of conversations in contemporary Japanese through multiple
approaches. The corpus targets various kinds of naturally occurring conversations in daily situations, such as conversations
during dinner with the family at home, meetings with colleagues at work, and conversations while driving. In this paper,
we first introduce an overview of the corpus, including corpus size, conversation variations, recording methods, structure
of the corpus, and annotations to be included in the corpus. Next, we report on the current stage of the development of
the corpus and legal and ethical issues discussed so far. Then we present some results of the preliminary evaluation of the
data being collected. We focus on whether or not the 94 hours of conversations collected so far vary in a balanced manner
by reference to the survey results of everyday conversational behavior that we conducted previously to build an empirical
foundation for the corpus design. We will publish the whole corpus in 2022, consisting of more than 200 hours of recordings.
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